STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS:
"The Great Gatsby"
Chapter 1

1. How does the narrator describe Gatsby? (Use Quotes)

2. From where does the narrator come and why?

3. Describe the narrator's house. (Use Quotes)

4. Describe the Buchanans' house. (Use Quotes)

5. (a) How does Nick know Daisy and Tom? *(b) What kind of a relationship exists between Nick and the Buchanans?

6. (a) Describe Tom. What is your impression of him in Chapter 1? *(b) What is the significance of Tom's reference to the book he is reading? *(c) Does it tell you anything more about Tom? What?
7. What kind of a person is Daisy? (Use Quotes)

8. What did Miss Baker tell Nick about Tom?

9.(a) When asked about her daughter, what does Daisy say? *(b) Why does Daisy hope her child will be a beautiful fool?

10.(a) How is Gatsby introduced into the novel? *(b) What does the way in which Gatsby is introduced into the novel tell you about Gatsby's character?